
CB500F
STREET

Stainless steel outer sleeve Akrapovic 
slip-on exhaust, street legal with E1 
and TUV approval; can be used with 
panniers.

TITANIUM AKRAPOVIC 
SLIP-ON EXHAUST 
08F88-MGZ-900

Replaces standard front mudguard 
for a more aggressive, race-style 
look.

CARBON LOOK
FRONT MUDGUARD 
08F85-MGZ-J00

0.3

86 €

Enhances the look of the headlight 
area.

CARBON LOOK 
HEADLIGHT COVER 
08F75-MGZ-J40

24 €757 €

Identical design to standard 
instrument visor, with Black carbon 
pattern for improved style.

CARBON LOOK 
INSTRUMENT VISOR
08F79-MGZ-J40

0.5

32 €



Slim-profi le heated grips featuring 
integrated control with 3 settings, 
‘smart’ heat allocation that focuses 
on the hand area most cold-sensitive 
and battery-drain protection. Heated 
grips attachment (08T70-MGZ-D40) 
is required to fi t this accessory. 
Special heat-resistant glue (08CRD-
HGC-20GME) is also available.

HEATED GRIPS
08T50-MGE-800

1.5

322 €

Slim-profi le heated grips featuring 
integrated control with 3 settings, 
‘smart’ heat allocation that focuses 
on the hand area most cold-sensitive 
and battery-drain protection. Kit 
includes heated grips, heated grips 
attachment and special heat-resistant 
glue.

HEATED GRIPS KIT
08ETB-MGZ-HGAN

XXX.XX

Black nylon, expands from 15L to 
25L; front pocket will hold an A4-
size fi le. Finished with Silver Honda 
Wing logo, complete with adjustable 
shoulder strap and carry handles.

TOP BOX INNER BAG
08L56-KPR-800

449 €

Inner cowl kit enhances the standard 
design with a sporty look.

CARBON LOOK 
INNER COWL KIT 
08F94-MGZ-J40

91 €

Specially designed cover enhances 
the look of the instruments.

CARBON LOOK 
INSTRUMENT COVER 
08F91-MGZ-J40

48 €

Protects the shock absorber from 
road grime and water, with 
integrated chain guard.

 
REAR HUGGER
08F70-MGZ-J00

0.3

126 €

Top box with 35L carrying capacity; 
can store one full-face helmet, 
fi nished in Mat Cynos Grey. Kit 
includes top box, cylinder for 1-key 
operation, lock assembly, rear 
carrier plus carrier base.

TOP BOX 35L KIT
08ETB-MGZ-TB35

542 €

Top box with 35L carrying 
capacity; can store one full-face 
helmet. 1-key operation requires 
addition of cylinder inner kit 
(08885-HAC-P00) and cylinder 
body kit (08885-HAC-P10). Rear 
carrier (08L70-MGZ-D00ZA) and 
rear carrier base (08L71-MGZ-J00) 
are required to fi t this accessory. 

TOP BOX 35L
08L71-KZL-860

0.3

143 €

29L top box includes pillion 
backrest. 1-key operation requires 
addition of cylinder inner kit 
(08885-HAC-P00) and cylinder body 
kit (08885-HAC-P10). Rear carrier 
(08L00-MGZ-RTB), stay assembly 
right carrier (81203-MGZ-D00) 
and stay assembly left carrier 
(81204-MGZ-D00) are required 
to fi t this accessory.

TOP BOX 29L 
(INCLUDING BACKREST)
08L29-RTB-000

80 €

Full pack includes 29L top box with 
backrest, left and right carrier stay 
assembly, rear carrier plus 1-key 
cylinder inner and body kits.

TOP BOX 29L KIT
08L29-MGZ-RTB

0.4

307 €

Carbon-print belly pan protects 
underside and enhances looks.

CARBON LOOK 
LEFT UNDER COWL 
08F81-MGZ-J40

73 €

0.5

Top box with 39L storage, including 
backrest. 1-key operation requires 
cylinder inner kit (08885-HAC-P00) 
and cylinder body kit 
(08885-HAC-P10). Rear carrier 
(08L00-MGZ-RTB) is required to fi t 
this accessory. 

TOP BOX 39L 
(INCLUDING BACKREST)
08L39-RTB-CBBR

158 €

65 €



Rear panniers designed to 
complement the CB500F’s style; 
1-key cylinder (08M71-KZL-840),  
lock assembly (08L00-KZL-860) and 
pannier stay kit (08L74-MGZ-J00ZA) 
are required to fit this accessory. 

REAR PANNIERS
08L70-MGZ-D80

432 €

Easy to mount colour-matched rear 
seat cowl adds sleek race-style 
silhouette; replaces pillion seat and 
gives access to carrying space. 
Available in Candy Ruby Red 
(08F71-MGZ-J00ZF), Graphite Black 
(08F71-MGZ-J00ZH) and Pearl 
Himalayas White (08F71-MGZ-
J00ZJ).

REAR SEAT COWL 
08F71-MGZ-J00Z J

0.1

170 €

3-piece adhesive-backed carbon-
look, helps prevent scratches to back 
of fuel tank. Features Honda Wing 
logo.

TANK PAD, HONDA WING
08P61-MEJ-800

0.1

33 €

Wiring loom required to connect 
navigation device and/or  
12V DC socket.

QUARTET HARNESS
08A30-MGE-800

37 €

Sturdy rear carrier with integrated 
pillion grabrails; will mount top box 
with attachment of carrier base.

REAR CARRIER 
08L70-MGZ-D00ZA

0.3

321 €

Injection-moulded resin base for 
attaching top box.

REAR CARRIER BASE
08L71-MGZ-J00

0.3

44 €

Coloured lid on 39L top box. 
Available in Pearl Nightstar Black 
(08L39-RTB-000ZA), Pearl Siena 
Red (08L39-RTB-000ZE), Pearl Cool 
White (08L39-RTB-000ZC) and 
Moondust Silver Metallic (08L39-
RTB-000ZG).

COLOUR LID  
(39L TOP BOX)
08L39-RTB-000ZE 

90 €

Colour-matched panels for the 
panniers add style. Available  
in Candy Ruby Red (08F70-MGZ-
J80ZA), Pearl Himalayas White 
(08F70-MGZ-J80ZC) and Graphite 
Black (08F70-MGZ-J80ZH).

PANNIER PANEL KIT
08F70-MGZ-J80ZC

99 €

Component required to install 
pannier.

PANNIER STAY KIT
08L74-MGZ-J00ZA

0.3

458 €

Carbon-print, protects the fuel lid 
from scratches.

CARBON LOOK 
FUEL LID COVER 
08P61-KYJ-800

0.1

21 €

Coloured lid on 29L top box. 
Available in Pearl Siena Red (08L29-
RTB-000ZE), Pearl Cool White 
(08L29-RTB-000ZC) and Moondust 
Silver Metallic (08L29-RTB-000ZG).

COLOUR LID  
(29L TOP BOX) 
08L29-RTB-000ZE

66 €

Full pack includes 39L top box with 
backrest, left and right carrier stay 
assembly, rear carrier plus 1-key 
cylinder inner and body kits.

TOP BOX 39L KIT  
08L39-MGZ-RTB

377 €

0.4



1-KEY CYLINDER
08M71-KZL-840

Cylinder for 1-key operation of top 
box and/or panniers.

35 €

PANNIER AND TOP BOX 
MOUNT
08L95-MGZ-D00ZA

Kit includes all components needed 
to use top box and panniers 
together.

0.5763 €

REAR CARRIER FOR  
TOP BOX 
08L00-MGZ-RTB

Rear carrier for 29L and 35L  
top box.

100 €

FUEL LID PAD 
08P61-KYJ-800A

Fuel tank lid pad for a sporty look.

26 €

HEATED GRIPS  
ATTACHMENT
08T70-MGZ-D40

Attachment for fitting heated grips to 
the quartet harness.

115 €

Special heat-resistant glue; 
recommended for easy and secure 
installation of heated grips.

HEATED GRIPS ADHESIVE
08CRD-HGC-20GMA

13 €

STAY ASSEMBLY  
RIGHT CARRIER
81203-MGZ-D00

Bracket stay needed to install the 
rear carrier.

65 €

STAY ASSEMBLY  
LEFT CARRIER
81204-MGZ-D00

Bracket stay needed to install the 
rear carrier.

65 €

LOCK ASSEMBLY
08L00-KZL-860

Cylinder for 1-key operation  
of top box.

52 €

Constructed with tamper-resistant 
barrel. Fits neatly under the seat 
while not in use.

U-LOCK
08M53-MFL-800

120 €

Manufactured from water-resistant 
and breathable fabric, allowing 
bike to dry naturally while covered. 
Protects paint against damaging 
U.V. rays and features a securing 
rope plus access to fit U-lock.

OUTDOOR COVER
08P34-BC2-801

79 €

Protects paintwork from scratches; 
A4-sized, self-adhesive and cut to 
suit application.

PROTECTIVE FILM
08P73-KBV-800

23 €

Black elasticated webbing for 
securing luggage on rear seat/rack.

CARGO NET
08L63-KAZ-011

25 €

Required for 35L top box, cylinder 
inner kit for 1-key operation. To be 
combined with cylinder body kit 
(08885-HAC-P10).

CYLINDER INNER KIT  
(1-KEY OPERATION)
08885-HAC-P00

18 €

Required for 35L top box, cylinder 
body kit for 1-key operation. To be 
combined with cylinder inner kit 
(08885-HAC-P00).

CYLINDER BODY KIT  
(1-KEY OPERATION)
08885-HAC-P10

14 €



CB500F

SUPER SPORT PACK
08HME-MGF-SPRKITA*

CB500F

SPORTS PACK
08HME-MGF-SKITA*

REAR SEAT COWL 
08F71-MGZ-J00ZH

CARBON LOOK FUEL 
LID COVER  
08P61-KYJ-800

Carbon-print, protects the fuel lid 
from scratches.

TITANIUM AKRAPOVIC 
SLIP ON EXHAUST  
08F88-MGZ-900

Stainless steel outer sleeve Akrapovic 
slip-on exhaust, street legal with E1 
and TUV approval; can be used with 
panniers. 

CARBON LOOK 
INSTRUMENT VISOR  
08F79-MGZ-J40

Identical design to standard 
instrument visor, with Black carbon 
pattern for improved style.

Easy to mount rear seat cowl adds 
sleek race-style silhouette; replaces 
pillion seat and gives access to 
carrying space. Available in Candy 
Ruby Red (Candy Ruby Red version), 
Graphite Black (Graphite Black 
version) and Pearl Himalayas White 
(Pearl Himalayas White version).

Easy to mount colour-matched rear 
seat cowl adds sleek race-style 
silhouette; replaces pillion seat and 
gives access to carrying space. 
Available in Candy Ruby Red 
(Candy Ruby Red version), Graphite 
Black (Graphite Black version) 
and Pearl Himalayas White (Pearl 
Himalayas White version).

REAR SEAT COWL 
08F71-MGZ-J00ZH

3-piece adhesive-backed carbon-
look, helps prevent scratches to back 
of fuel tank. Features Honda Wing 
logo.

TANK PAD, HONDA WING
08P61-MEJ-800

CARBON LOOK
FRONT MUDGUARD
08F85-MGZ-J00

Replaces standard front mudguard 
for a more aggressive, race-style 
look.

REAR HUGGER 
08F70-MGZ-J00

Protects the shock absorber from 
road grime and water, with 
integrated chain guard.

*All RTG Packs are available colour-matched in Pearl Himalayas White (08HME-MGF-SPRKITB), Graphite Black (08HME-MGF-SPRKITA) and Candy Ruby Red (08HME-MGF-SPRKITC).

*All RTG Packs are available colour-matched in Pearl Himalayas White (08HME-MGF-SKITB), Graphite Black (08HME-MGF-SKITA) and Candy Ruby Red (08HME-MGF-SKITC).

400 €

984 €



1-KEY CYLINDER  
08M71-KZL-840

Cylinder for 1-key operation of top 
box and/or panniers. 

TOP BOX 35L  
08L71-KZL-860

Top box with 35L carrying capacity; 
can store one full-face helmet. 1-key 
operation requires addition of 
cylinder inner and body kit, which is 
available in this pack.

REAR PANNIERS  
08L70-MGZ-D80

Rear panniers designed to 
complement the CB500F’s style; 
1-key operation requires cylinder 
inner and body kits, which is 
available in this pack.

CB500F

TRAVEL PACK
08HME-MGF-LG14

PANNIER AND TOP BOX 
MOUNT
08L95-MGZ-D00ZA

Kit includes all components needed 
to use top box and panniers 
together.

LOCK ASSEMBLY   
08L00-KZL-860

A component for top box 35L 
(08L71-KZL-860). 

Manufacturers reserve the right to vary specifi cations, including colours, with or without notice at such times in such manner as deemed appropriate. Major as well as minor changes may be involved. 
Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure. Consult your Dealer for details regarding the specifi cations of any featured product.

1.333 €


